
A superb balance of quality and value, 
the Icon V Series VF-35 speaker fits     
contemporary home theater systems 
beautifully—but is equally at home        
delivering your favorite music, from     
classical to rock.

The VF-35 employs three 5.25" fiber-
composite woofer cones that are light-
weight, yet powerful. Not only do these 
reliable low-frequency components create 
improved tonal balance and imaging, they 
also generate amazing dynamics and 
deep bass. 

Even more remarkable is the VF-35’s 
all-new, patent-pending Tractrix® Horn-
loaded tweeter with XT technology. This 
exclusive design equalizes the speed of 
sound waves from the horn and smoothes 
the dispersion pattern.

In order to maintain an even transition 
between drivers, the VF-35 employs high-
definition, precision-voiced crossovers for 
tighter tolerance and higher accuracy—in 
other words, a “front and center” 
soundstage.

The VF-35’s slimming and stylish black 
cabinet with a furniture-grade wood 
veneer top cap is internally braced for 
tight, natural bass. The removable top 
grille opens up the rich, high tones, while 
the durable fixed grille at the bottom 
protects the woofers from damage. www.klipsch.com
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Floorstanding Loudspeaker

•  Patent-pending round XT Horn for improved directivity 
•  Aluminum dome tweeter for precise highs 
•  Three high-output woofers for amazing lows 
•  Magnetically shielded to avoid TV interference
•  High-style, contemporary black cabinet fits any décor
•  Fixed bottom grille protects woofers
•  Easy to drive with typical A/V receiver

VF-35

frequency response 41Hz - 23kHz +/- 3dB

low frequency extension 38Hz

power handling 100 W continuous, 400 W peak

sensitivity 96dB

nominal impedance 8 ohms compatible

crossover frequency 1900Hz

drive components Shielded two-way system utilizing 
 three 5.25" fiber-composite light-
 weight cone woofers and one 1"
 aluminum dome tweeter mounted in a 
 5" square 90o X 90o XT 
 Tractrix® Horn

enclosure material MDF (medium density fiberboard)

enclosure type Bass reflex via front flared port

height 42" (106.7 cm)

width 7.5" (19.1 cm)

depth 14.5" (36.8 cm)

weight 43 lbs (19.5 kg)

finishes Black vinyl with furniture-grade black 
 wood veneer top cap
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